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Most U.S. gas inflations seem to be some chaotic mixture of too many 
people running around in circles for hours followed by a frantic weigh-off 
and a high wind launch into darkness carrying hundreds of pounds of unnec-

essary supplies and never enough sand. 

     In stark contrast are the methods which I 
observed first hand last weekend in 
Statesville, North Carolina during a training 
flight organized by the Aero Club of Ameri-
ca, a gas balloon club that currently has over 
20 members. (Ed.Note: the flight was Feb.7)  
Club flights are typically flown from 
Statesville during the winter months and then 
moved to Akron, Ohio for the summer where 
problems associated with weather 
(convective activity) are less. 

     I arrived around 5:30AM and the balloon 
system was already laid out and ready to go.  
The launch site is a beautiful old farm owned 
by Sam Parks, an accomplished gas balloon-

ist who has great hair to boot.  I was happy to see that my old friends Bert 
Padelt, Sam, and Mike Emich were all there and appeared to be in a good 
mood.  While walking around chatting with everybody, I was just amazed 
how relaxed everything felt.  I believe this relaxation is because the club 
was very carefully planned from the beginning so there was confidence and 
certainty in the air.  The hydrogen gas was supplied in six pallets of 16 tanks 
per pallet, for a total of 24,000 cubic feet, which is the size of the club bal-
loon.  My first reaction to seeing all these tanks was “complicated 
and difficult”, but it was anything but that.  The fill hose was con-
nected to one pallet, the gas transferred to the balloon, the hose was 
moved to the next pallet, and so on, until the balloon was full.  
Simple and fast.  Everything was very organized; they even had an 
official safety officer assigned to make sure all procedures neces-
sary for a hydrogen inflation were being followed.  Two club mem-
bers, John Piper and Noah Forden, were getting their first training 
flight with Bert as the instructor on board.  John is vice president of 
Macy’s Studio and heavily involved in the Macy’s Thanksgiving 
Day Parade, knows a LOT about  helium and so I guess a gas flight 
just seemed the natural thing to do.  Noah is a balloon homebuilder 
and was previously an engineer at Aerostar. 

The balloon was designed and built by Bert, and I believe he is 
the only one building  rated hydrogen systems in the U.S.  Bert 
(along with Peter Cuneo, a brilliant scientist, gas pilot, and who 
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also has great hair) worked for years coming up with the de-
sign, finding materials, and arguing with fabric suppliers, and 
the result is absolute perfection.  The design of a hydrogen 
rated balloon system is absolutely non-trivial, and I doubt any-
one other than Bert could have pulled this off.  Prior to the 
construction of the club balloon, Bert built a couple of “full 
sized” systems (1,000 cubic meter) . 

Right at sunrise, a local pilot inflated and launched a hot 
air balloon which served as a good pibal.  The winds were not 
ideal that morning, with directions heading toward Charlotte 
airspace.  After watching the “pibal” for a while, the (soon to 
be rated) gas pilots decided to launch and the balloon was 
brought to equilibrium.  A quick bag count showed 24 bags of 
sand on board.  Bert’s prior calculations estimated a launch 
with 25 bags.  That’s pretty darned close.  That’s more sand 
than I used to launch with at Fiesta, and this balloon is 35% 
smaller and had 3 people on board.  It’s all Brian Critelli’s 
fault, he used to bring all sorts of unnecessary, nonsense items 
and always ate 2 or 3 chili-cheese dogs before the flight, 
hence our pathetic bag count at launch.  But I digress… 

     Now that the balloon was at equilibrium, it took only a 
few handfuls of sand thrown out and they were off!  The chase 
trucks were quickly filled with excited people hoping for a 
long flight.  The winds unfortunately did not cooperate and the 
total distance traveled was a bit on the low side, but it didn’t 
matter, at dinner that night in Statesville, the new gas rated 
pilots were all smiles. 

     The Europeans have had gas balloon clubs for decades, 
but up until now, we Americans have thought like Americans 
always think; everyone has to have their own balloon in their 
garage.  With the cost of gas being what it is, a club like the 
Aero Club of America is the only way to make this sport 
grow.  I look forward to joining and making my first flight 
with them soon.   ■ 

 

Editors Note:  Phil’s hair isn’t too shabby either! 

Editors’ Column 

If it wasn’t for the Aero Club of America, 
North Carolina Chapter, we would not have gas 
ballooning in the U.S.  They again had a flight 
and two hot air pilots removed the “onboard 
heater” restriction from their certificates. 

Fiesta is working to get sufficient teams to 
hold the American’s Challenge this year.  We 
are hopeful that the event happens and the 
weather will treat us better than last year. 

In this issue we have information for this 
year’s Gordon Bennett and forthe limited edition 
pins which are available from the sponsors.  
This years Gordon Bennett is proving to be a 
very popular one with at least 25 teams regis-
tered.  The launch window is a little longer than 
most European GBs, so it should be a wonderful 
competition.  Information on the 2017 Gordon 
Bennett is also included in this issue. 

The historical article about a race out of 
Denver is interesting since it was the last flight 
of the National Balloon Race Series and the arti-
cle is about Tony Fairbanks’s flight, written by 
his son Michael.  The family now has a web site 
for Tony.   See information on page 15.   

We have lots of photos to round out this is-
sue, hope you enjoy it.  

 Peter &  Barbara 
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One of our ideas to finance the 60th Coupe Aéro-
nautique Gordon Bennett is crowd funding. Thus we are 
producing a limited edition sponsor pin.  Until today 
(March 15) we already sold 51 pieces.  

The 60th Gordon Bennett  from Gladbeck Germany 
is filling fast.  There are 26 teams from 13 countries 
planning on flying.  This is a new entry record.  In 
1908, there was 23 teams from eight countries who took 
off in Berlin. 

Mit freundlichen Grüßen / With kind regards  

 
 

60
th

 Coupe Aéronautique Gordon Bennett 
from Sebastian Eimers, Event Organizer 

Editor’s Notes:   

The 60th Gordon Bennett is scheduled 
for 15th to 24th September 2016.  The 
first  launch day is Friday, September 
16, 2016.  The launch window is open 
until Tuesday, September 20th.   

On the following page is the list of the 
26  team’s primary pilot and the coun-
try they represent.  As of today, Bar-
bara Fricke is flying with Peter Cuneo 
as Team USA 1.  Mark Sullivan is fly-
ing with Cheri  White as Team USA 2.  
Andy Cayton, USA 3,  has withdrawn 
from the race.   
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No. Pilot-in-Command Co-Pilot Country Reg.

1 Kurt Frieden Pascal Witprächtiger Switzerland #1 HB-OKF

2 Wilhelm Eimers Matthias Zenge Germany #1 D-OTLI

3 Nicolas Tièche  Laurent Sciboz Switzerland #2 HB-ORV

4 Anulfo González Angel Aguirre Spain EC-MAK

5 Krzyztof Zapart Bazyli Dawidziuk Poland #1 SP-MBZ

6 Mark Sullivan Cheri White USA #2 D-OMFE

7 Benoit Pelard Benoit Peterle France #3 F-PALL

8 Phillipe de Cock Geert Peirsman Belgium #1 D-ORON

9 Himke Hilbert Dominik Haggeney Germany #3 D-OENH

10 Mateusz Rekas Jacek Bogdański Poland #2 D-OABD

11 Walter Gschwendtner Ernst Tschuppert Switzerland #3 HB-OPJ

12 Jurgen Dobbelaere David Spildooren Belgium #3 D-OCOX

13 Dr. Heinz-Otto Lausch Dr. Marion Lausch Germany #2 D-OGYN

14 Vincent Lëys Christophe Houver France #1 F-PPGB

15 Pascal Joubert Herve Moine France #2 F-PPSE

16 Gerald Stüerzlinger Thomas Herndl Austria D-ORZL

17 John Rose Clive Bailey Great Britain #2 G-CGOZ

18 Enzo Cisaro Giovanni Aimo Italy I-OECM

19 Rien Jurg Ron van Houten Netherlands PH-KTS

20 Jan Thijs Reginald Geerinck Belgium #2 D-OLVE

21 Robertas Komza Laurynas Komza Lithuania D-OWML

22 Barbara Fricke Peter Cuneo USA #1 N-505HY

23 Pall Spellward Colin Butter Great Britain #1 D-OCFT

24 Darius Brzozowski John Wallington Australia (TBD)

25 Eric Baltussen Dook Weidema Netherlands D-OBCW

 

60th Coupe Aéronautique Gordon Bennett
FAI World Long Distance Gas Balloon Championship

15th - 24th September 2016  - Gladbeck, Germany
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The first few decades of the 20th Century saw an 
explosion of activity in both lighter-than-air and heav-
ier-than-air aviation.  For example, 1903 saw the 
Wright Brothers first successful flight and 1906 saw 
the first Coupe Aéronautic Gordon Bennett.  It’s not 
surprising that with so much happening in such a short 
period, the historical record of important events can 
now, one hundred years later, sometimes be hard to 
uncover.  Contemporary reports of events can provide 
valuable insights into what actually happened in the 
context of the day.   

I would like to recommend two outstanding web 
sites that contain digital archives of early aviation 
publications which followed the events of the early 
20th Century.  These provide insight into the early his-
tory of aviation with much material on LTA.  Virtual-
ly every issue contains interesting articles for either 
the casual reader or serious historian.  These are stored 
in downloadable .pdf format so it is not necessary to 
stay online while reading. 

The first of these is the American magazine Aero-
nautics, published monthly from July of 1907 through 
July of 1915.  Original copies of this magazine are 
very rare, and can be found on eBay listed at $125.00 
per copy, but not seeming to find any willing buyers.  
A complete library of these editions can be found at 
the German website: 

http://www.luftfahrt-bibliothek.de/international/pdf-
aeronautics-flying-aviation.htm 
 

The publication schedule varied somewhat over 
the years as described in this Editor’s Note from the 
June 30, 1915 issue:  

 
“The issues for each six months have, up to 
and including Vol. XV, formed one volume. 
(For the years 1907 to 1913, inclusive, the 
magazine was published monthly and six 
numbers constituted a volume.)  Beginning 
January 15th, 1914, the magazine was pub-
lished semi-monthly, making 12 issues to 
each six-months-volume.  There should have 
been 12 issues for Vol. XV {July-December, 
1914 and 12 issues for Vol. XVI (January-
June, 1915). Owing to a lapse in issues and in 
order to bring the date of publication to that 

Early Aeronautical Publications 
by Peter Cuneo 

proper. Vol. XV had but 8 numbers, the last 
there of being dated October 31, 1914.  Vol. 
XVI did not begin, until March I5, 1915, so 
that to end it with the June 30th, 1915 issue, 
according to the established custom, will ne-
cessitate its constitution of but 8 issues also.” 
 

Several changes in the full name of the publica-
tion also occurred as described in this excerpt from 
the Luftfahrt-Bibliothek website: 

 
“From July, 1907 to January, 1908 there was 
a subtitle "Aeronautics - The American Mag-

http://www.luftfahrt-bibliothek.de/international/pdf-aeronautics-flying-aviation.htm
http://www.luftfahrt-bibliothek.de/international/pdf-aeronautics-flying-aviation.htm
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azine of Aeronautics".  From February, 1908 to 
August, 1908 there was a subtitle "Aeronautics 
- The American Magazine of Aerial Naviga-
tion".  From September, 1908 to January, 1911 
there was a subtitle "Aeronautics - The Ameri-

 

can Magazine of Aerial Locomotion".  In Jan-
uary, 1914, the magazine called FLY was ab-
sorbed into AERONAUTICS, and there were 
bulletins of the Aeronautical Society of Amer-
ica and Aero Club of Pennsylvania.” 
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To somewhat further complicate the historical rec-

ord of this magazine, at least two other publications 
have used the same name in later years.  What is now 
Flying Magazine was once titled Popular Aviation 
and Aeronautics (1929). 

     Another publication that used the same title, 
with the full descriptive title from the cover of each 
issue, was Aeronautics, an authoritative work dealing 
with the Theory and Practice of Flying, 1,028 lec-
tures on aviation serialized in 54 weekly issues (dated 
from September 4, 1940 through September 10, 1941) 
was a small format magazine (6 x 9 inches) evidently 
published at the beginning of World War II as a self-
study guide for aspiring aviators.  It is relatively use-
less as an historical reference and not very inspiring 
even as a casual read.  

     The second noteworthy publication is the Brit-
ish magazine Flight, which was started publication in 
January of 1909 and which has continued to this day.  
The Flightglobal website in its archives area: 

https://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/index.html 

contains of issues of Flight magazine spanning the 
period from 1909 through 2004.  Flight was originally 
published weekly and usually ran 14 pages per issue.  
The total volume of pages per year is large but a very 
nice feature of this website is the ability to search by 
topic and range of years.  For example, a search for 
the term “Gordon-Bennett” in just the year 1909 re-
turned 86 specific hits. 

I do recommend both of these digital archives to 
our readers, but I must include a warning that there 
will always be just one more interesting article to pe-
ruse and I personally can foresee many wasted hours 
browsing through these articles.  ■ 

 
 

https://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/index.html
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World War I in Photos: Aerial Warfare 

by Alan Taylor 

World War I was the first 
major conflict to see wide-
spread use of powered air-
craft -- invented barely more 
than a decade before the 
fighting began. Airplanes, 
along with kites, tethered bal-
loons, and zeppelins gave all 
major armies a new tactical 
platform to observe and at-
tack enemy forces from 
above. 

 
Over the course of the war, the role of the mili-

tary aviator progressed from one of mere observa-
tion to a deadly offensive role.  Early on, pilots 
would fly off armed only with pistols (or completely 
unarmed) -- by 1918, fighter planes and massive 
bombers were in use, armed with multiple machine 
guns and devastating explosive payloads.  Older 
technologies, like tethered balloons and kites were 
used on the front lines to gain an upper hand.  As 
aircraft became more of a threat, anti-aircraft weap-
ons and tactics were developed, and pilots had to 
devise new ways to avoid being shot down from the 
land and the sky.  Aerial photography developed 
into an indispensable tool to guide artillery attacks 
and assess damage afterward.  The pilots of these 
new aircraft took tremendous risks -- vulnerable to 
enemy fire, at the mercy of the weather, flying new, 
often experimental aircraft.  Crashes were frequent, 
and many paid with their lives.  On this 100-year 
anniversary, I've gathered photographs of the Great 
War from dozens of collections, some digitized for 
the first time, to try to tell the story of the conflict, 
those caught up in it, and how much it affected the 
world.  Today's entry is part 5 of a 10-part series 
on World War I, which will be posted every Sun-
day until June 29. ■ 

 

Above:  Observer in a German balloon gondola shoots off light 

signals with a pistol. (U.S. National Archives)  

Below:  Observation balloons near Colblenz, Germany. (Keystone 

View Company) 

http://www.theatlantic.com/static/infocus/wwi/
http://www.theatlantic.com/static/infocus/wwi/
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Top left photo:  A German Type 

Ae 800 observation balloon as-

cending. (no reference given) 

 

Top right photo:  German soldiers 

attend to a stack of gas canisters 

attached to a manifold, inflating a 

captive balloon on the Western 

front. (National Archives/Official 

German photograph) 

 

Middle photo:  Car of French mili-

tary dirigible “Republique”. (Library 

of Congress) 

 

Bottom photo:  A returning obser-

vation balloon.  A small army of 

men, dwarfed by the balloon, are 

controlling its descent with a multi-

tude of ropes.  The basket attached 

to the balloon, with space for two 

people, can be seen sitting on the 

ground.  Frequently a target for 

gunfire, those conducting observa-

tions in these balloons were re-

quired to wear parachutes for a 

swift descent, if necessary. 

(National Library of Scotland) 
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Photos from Around the World 

 

Mike Emich in Suffield, Ohio. 

· I found this old postcard of Good-
year's Wingfoot Lake Hangar in my 
shop.  It's the worlds oldest active 
airship base. The big hangar was 
built in 1917.  The U.S. Navy took 
over the facility from 1917 through 
1921 resulting in the first class of 
Navy Airship pilots. The hangar 
was doubled in length twice from 
200' to 400' to 800'( it's current 
length). The 2nd Goodyear Zeppe-
lin NT is currently undergoing test 
flights from this hangar.  I count 
eight fully inflated gas balloons in 
this photo!  Five out front and three 
in the hangar. 

 

 

Editors Notes:  Photo at right is how the hangar is being used today.  Mike 
says this is our second newly completed airship coming out of the hangar 
for the first time and for the first test flight.  The photos on the next page 
show a vibrant airship doing a wonderful first flight and tied to the mast. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/mike.emich.5
https://www.facebook.com/mike.emich.5
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Suffield-Ohio/108968915797276
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Gas Division Chairman’s Column 
by Mike Emich 

     This is 
my first col-
umn as BFA 
Gas Divi-
sion Chair-
man and I 
would first 
like to thank 
Phil Bryant 
for his ser-
vice as our 
most recent 
chairman.  
Phil, along 
with Andy 
Baird, led 

the board through a rule change regarding co-pilots 
flying in the Gordon Bennett Qualifier last year.  A 
lot of thought and discussion went into this rule 
change with the hope that it will promote more inter-
est in flying in the GB Qualifier. 
      The gas balloon pilot roster has grown by two as 
of February 6, 2016 with Aero Club of America 
members John Piper and Noah Forden having their 
hot-air restriction removed during a club flight in 
Statesville, NC.  If there are others that have had their 

 

restriction removed recently or made a gas flight 
please let us know and share your experience by writ-
ing a story about your training or flight. 
     Speaking of rosters, Gas Division Membership in-
formation is now available on the gas page on the 
BFA website.  You will no longer receive a member-
ship card in the mail.  The membership online infor-
mation should be updated weekly. 
     Congratulations are in order for the following gas 
division members.  Mark Sullivan has been elected 
President of the CIA.  Mark is very deserving of this 
after many years of service to the CIA.  Andy Baird 
has been selected as U.S. Delegate to the CIA and 
Sam Parks as Alternate Delegate.  Both men will be 
very good representatives of the U.S. 
     Of special note, the 2016 Montgolfiere Ballooning 
Diploma has been awarded to Troy Bradley and Leo-
nid Tikhtyaev for ‘Best Performance in a Gas Bal-
loon’.  In addition Troy Bradley has received further 
acclaim by being inducted into the CIA Hall of Fame.  
Troy continues to serve on many CIA committees and 
is our NAA Liaison. 
     Finally, Good Luck! to our Gordon Bennett teams 
led by Barbara Fricke and Mark Sullivan. Unfortu-
nately, as of this time our 3rd team led by Andy Cay-
ton is unable to attend.  ■ 
 

Tony Fairbanks Web Site 

 

One of the true pioneers of the modern era of U.S. gas ballooning now has a 
website dedicated to his memory.  http://www.tonyfairbanks.org/  

The next generation of the Fairbanks family is regularly adding material to 

this already very interesting website.  This website is a combination history les-

son, Fairbanks biography and photo gallery of many unique items from the Fair-

banks personal library.  Also included are histories of the Cleveland Balloon 

Club and the Balloon Club of America, which Tony helped to found.  Tony’s 

started flying gas balloons in 1931 and was still flying in 1977.  He was respon-

sible for the balloon scenes in the movie “Around the World in 80 Days”   Much 

more is to be found at the web site.  ■ 

http://www.tonyfairbanks.org/
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First Place Swiss Gordon Bennett 2015 website 

http://www.fotometeo.ch/voller-einsatz-am-haertesten-
ballonrennen-der-welt/ 
 

First (gas) flight in America 

http://www.historynet.com/jean-pierre-blanchard-made-first-us-
aerial-voyage-in-1793.htm 
 

Tom Crouch on the first gas flight in America 

http://www.mountvernon.org/videos-new/watch/George-
Washington-and-18th-Century-Ballooning 

 

WWI photos 

http://www.theatlantic.com/static/infocus/wwi/wwiair/ 

 

Teaser for Alan Eustace’s record parachute jump from a balloon 
at 132,000 ft MSL 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBZ0BpiG0x0&sns=fb 
www.14minutesfromearth.com 

61st Gordon Bennett Aeronautic Cup 
 Canton of Fribourg Switzerland  2017 

Gas on the Web 

 

     The Canton of Fribourg will have 
the honor of organizing the prestigious 
Aeronautical Cup for Gas Balloons, the 
‘Gordon Bennett’ (FAI World Long 
Distance Gas Balloon Championship) 
in 2017.     

     This international competition, 
which brings together the world’s best 
balloonists, will take place near the air-
strip in Epagny, just below the Château 
de Gruyères and amongst the foothills 
of the Alps. The event will run from 7 
to 16 September 2017. ■ 

Fribourg 

mailto:groms@sandiapeak.com
mailto:emichmike@aol.com
mailto:petercuneo@msn.com
mailto:louisvitanza@hotmail.com
mailto:tbradley@highfiber.com
mailto:Bestavi@aol.com
mailto:sparks@i-america.net
http://www.fotometeo.ch/voller-einsatz-am-haertesten-ballonrennen-der-welt/
http://www.fotometeo.ch/voller-einsatz-am-haertesten-ballonrennen-der-welt/
http://www.historynet.com/jean-pierre-blanchard-made-first-us-aerial-voyage-in-1793.htm
http://www.historynet.com/jean-pierre-blanchard-made-first-us-aerial-voyage-in-1793.htm
http://www.mountvernon.org/videos-new/watch/George-Washington-and-18th-Century-Ballooning
http://www.mountvernon.org/videos-new/watch/George-Washington-and-18th-Century-Ballooning
http://www.theatlantic.com/static/infocus/wwi/wwiair/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBZ0BpiG0x0&sns=fb
http://www.14minutesfromearth.com

